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That field dust limits night field operations , I have observed 
i n many localities. from Oklahoma to the Philippines. First suggestion 
for solution of this problem by light scatter diagrams was from the 
study of opti cs in physical meteorology. The experiment of this 
study is an attempt at applying light scatter techniques to findi ng 
methods of minimizing glare from field dust. 
Light scatter studies combine several scientific fields. 
Much of the theory was developed by theoretical physicists who later 
brought quantum mechanics to prominence as A. Einstein. Applied 
experiments on atmospheric scatter have been made by-technicians 
and practical engineers. Physical meteorologists have contributed to 
light scatter information by studies from curiosity about atmospheric 
phenomena and attempts at measuring visibility. 
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Adeq,:rate artificial illumination is needed for 1.he operator of 
field equipment during night field operatiS111s to insure effective 
oorrtr0l and maintaim sa:f' ety. The source of illu:miNation has devel&ped 
trom working by moonlight w:l. th lanterns to present systems of tractor 
lights with specially designed UlwninatiOl'l distribution patterns. 
The rreed for better illumination is intensified by new p>ractiees 
and teohno-logioal developments. One new practice that may increase 
operat-or eomfort is night operation to avoid heat a:nd in.sects • 
.Amether is the use of' larger amd more exper:r-sive- machines. This causes 
machine utilizatien to 'be more in:tportant than tb.e time 0:f day whiob. 
the operator wollld pref er to use the equipment. 
Many agricultural (l)J>erations have an ept:ilmm· time during wh.ion 
the field ·work should be d@:ne. Tp.is 0ptimm. time period may be or 
. ,, . . l ,' ' . ;,.~ : ~- :::;::. . 
a very short du.ration. Field operations may 'b·e· oa:rrl.ed on at nignt 
to imsu.re completion within the recommended time. 
A comsideration cT wea'ther conditi0ns a11d 0-ther Tact.ors cam lead 
one to recommend compleiing a field ope:r,ation as soon as possible. 
When adequate artificial illumination is avail.able, might pr0vides 
additional time f@r accomplishing these ~perations-. Considering 
.,• ..... ' 
indications that now exist can lead (l)ne t.o reccmmend crop praetices 




Night operation ef .f'ield equipment at inoreasecti speeds :necessitates 
more extensive and higher levels of illimination. Mere complex 
equipment·-whieh requires greater operator attentien increases the . 
need for proper ill'lUll.inati0n at night. The need for mwe aeovate 
control of improved mechanical, electrical or eieetrenie systems 
·1mcreases the need fer better :d.111!1.mination. 
·Field d1!l.st clwds accompany m(J)ving :field machinery uy time 
the soil surface is dry. These dust clouds are caused from cGntaet 
ot tb.e grOllnd by the equipment. In many situatic1ms, especially when 
tne eq'l:lipment is travel.ling downwind :mearl;y parallel to wi~d direction., 
this dhtst cloud surro'l!l.mds th.e eperator @f field equ.ipment. Night 
operati0n of field equipment during earth-moving and tillage operations 
o~en creates a field dust cloud of high concentration. The high 
mClltil:nting Qf ligmts on field equipment causes su.~fieient glare from. 
the dust a-l~d to obscure the operator's view of tke· ground amead.' 
U:nder then c0ndit.ions. might eperation is often· prolib:ltive amd 
eert.ai1tly u:nsa.t'e. 
This 'study is an attempt to investigate a method ot minimizing 
glare trom field dust so an operator of tield equipment can adeq'l:lately 





II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A. Light Scatter 
Scattering of light is caused by a wave of light hitting a 
solid particle. It energizes the molecules of that particle te 
radiate the light again from the surface. A beam of light which 
strikes a small particle energizes the charges ef the molecules 
e>n the whole particle causing it to reradiate the light waves in all 
directions (1). This is primary scattering of light. Farther 
scatter of previously scattered light is mttltiple seattering. 
An:y illumination of' a beam of light isr cau:sed 'by light scattering 
from the solid particles in. that beam. The amount of light scattered 
in all directions plus any light absorbed by large opaque particles 
plus the remailli:m.g light of the beam not scattered by the particles 
equals the total ammmt o:f' light originally in the beam. 
Light scatter at a certain angle fr(i)m a light beam can be 
measured as a constant light intensity fer a mixture·or hom0geneous 
scattering particles. Light scattered ~om a parti~le toward the 
;, 
forward direction or the light be:am is oal?e<:t forwatd scatter. 
. ! 
Scatter toward the light beam sou.:ree is cal:led bacl( 'scatter. 
Experimental results in literature are presente~ in forward scatter 
angles or back scatter angles (2). Forward seatter angles are 
measured at the scattering particles from the forward direction 
of the light source to the place the scattering is being meaS11red. 
Conversely, back scatter angles are measured from the light so~rce. 
The back scatter angle is the supplement of the forward scatter 
angle. 
The scatter of light by particles is a field of investigation 
considered a pure science until recently. In instances of its 
appearance in applied problems, the extensive investigation of 
light ll>oatter by astronomers and theoretical physi·cists has rarely 
been used. 
Curiosity about atmospheric phenomena prompted its earliest 
interest. Leonardo Da. Vinci ( circa 1.500) first realized that the 
blue· of the sky was caused by light scattering from particles in 
the air (J). Rayleigh (4), in 1871, first realized ~hat haze, 
which obs cu.rs visibility, was ea1.1.sed by small particle scattering. 
He developed the theory of light scatter fQr particles about the 
' 
same size as the wavelength of light (5). From Rayleigh's development. 
it became recognized that light scatter could be predicted theoret-
ieally. Application of the Rayleigh theory- was made to small particles 
but was considered by investigators as not applicable to particles 
larger than the wavelength (6). Particles above six~tenths mierons 
are larger· than the wavelength of visible light (7). ·· 
Limitations of appli0ati0n led to formulation of Rayleigh-Gans 
s,oattering which considered the refractive index, a measure of the 
reflectiom of the surface 9 of the scattering partieles (8). Finally, 
Mie (9) developed a derivation valid for all size particles, including 
those much larger than the wavelength of light interms of Maxwell's 
electromagnetic equations (10,11). The Mi.e theory, with modifications, 
can be used to predict angular scattering of large dust particles. 
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The Mte theory with theoretical develepments sh~ws that a 
dimensionless constant is the ratio of zrrr/m, where r is the radi'l!J.s 
of the scattering particle and ro is the wavelength of light. 
The scattering intensity of light at forward scatter angle e is: 
I= Scattered light intensity at angle e. 
I 0 = Light intensity of the source. 
G = Area integral, ~fdx dy of the geometric area of the 
J cross-section of the particle. 
D(e,¢) = ! ~~ e-ik (x cos~+ 7 sin¢) sin O dx d7 
r = Radius of the scattering particle. 
w = Wavelength of light. 
k = Flropag~tion constant. 
¢=.Angle from the x-axis, for polar coordinate interpreta~ 
tion. 
e = Angle from the z-axis. 
x and y = Length and width of the particle,. 
Recently, light scattering theory for useful applications 
has been generalized, for example, by Van De Hulst (8). Previously 
developed theories are being tested and applied by calculation of 
scatter in specific directions for differing values of the ratio of 
particle size to wavelength, mentioned above (3, 12). Calculation 
of scatter involves Bessel functions and spherical harmonics (1). 
Selution of these equations has necessitated use of the largest 
digital computers (13). 
.5 
Gumprecht and Sliepcevich (13) have made the on-ly calculatiom 
of angular scatter for particles as large as field dust scatterers, 
but they apply only to an angle of zero to seven· degrees forward 
scattering. Sinclair and La Mer (14) tried to ealCll'late angular 
scatter values for smeke particles® They found that for particles 
above twe..;tenths micron in diameter 9 the equ.ations produced multiple 
val11es of a:ngular scatter, from which no most likely, val'ae could be 
pickedo 
All calculations of' angular scatter have been for spherical 
particles. Application of calculations for spheric·al particles to 
. 
other shapes has long been assumeq to be impossible (6). Investigators 
now consider that a:n aeresol of a~y shape particles -which are randomly 
oriented in suspension, will scat~er light the same as spheres (8). 
A limitation of the Mie equations is that they do not consider 
the absorption of light. Small transparent pa:rtic-let absorb no light .. 
Absorption of light is assu.med to _occur in large dlZlst particles. 
Prediction of angular scatter including absorpti0n is considered 
impO'ssible from present theoretical equations. 
Ma.ny·suggestioms were folll.nd for using·polarized'·light to reduce 
light scattering. Traeoretical explanation of how it would reduce 
scattering is lacking except that Rosenberg and Mikhailin (15) 
explain characteristics of light, af'f ected by polarizati0n, which 
vary angular scattering. 
B. Nephelometers 
Angular scatter measurement cam be made with an instrument 
called a nephel0meter (1). Parts of a nephelometer are (A) a chamber 
6 
to hold the aerosol, (B) a beam of light to· shine through the aerosol 
and (C) a :m.ethod of measuring the illumination intensity at an 
angle from the light beam. Most nephelometers have provisions for 
measuring light at many angles (16). In comparison, a photometer is 
an instrument which measures illumination intensity, which may be 
used to measure light at zero or ninety degrees forward scatter angle, 
being fixed in position. Some definitions of a nephelometer include 
7 
a statement that the angular scatter intensity is compared to a standard 
known illwnination intensity or angular scatter intensity from a 
standard suspension of which the scat.ter ch·aracteristics are known 
(17, 18). 
Little consideration has been given dnst as a light scatterer. 
The first references to dust were as explanations of unusual results 
to scattering of small particles of chemical eompoumds (19). 
Plotnikow found more scattering than anticipated from chemical 
cQill.pounds.. He judged this was due to clustering together of the 
molecules (20). Krishnan (21) attacked this hypothesis, sensing that 
tbe larger particles causing the un11s11al scattering were dust particles. 
For this he assumed that dust particles scattered large amounts of 
light and "that the scattering noted was the same as that expected 
from du.st. 
Some nephelometers have 11sed. as the aerosol from which the 
scattering was measured, a sample of the aet.u.al part:i.ele cloud 
under st~dy. Sinclair and La Mer (14) generated smoke used in 
their nepbelometer. Sim.on, Kron, Watson and Raymond, (22) studied 
blast furnace gas in a line carrying this gas to the blast furnace 
to :measure light scatter from the dust 1:m this gas. Waldram (23) 
~sed air from the upper atmosphere to meaSlllre· the scatter of cm.st 
in it by aarrying the nephelometer in an airplane and balloon. 
Field dust, the aerosol of this problem, would be diffieult 
to obtain. im constamt concentration in a field eondition. A sample 
of it eannot be allowed to rest because the large particles, assumed 
to contribute most scattering, will settle out of the air. Possi-
bilities for making artificial dust clouds were contained in Green 
and Lane' a review (24) of methods of generating dust clouds for 
pneumoco:niosis research • .Also methods were f01tnd from tests of dust 
filters for engines and d'ust sampling instrumemts. Th.e primary 
problem is keeping the d111.st, in storage, from aggrega.ting because 
ei,.f attraction forces when in sizes of a few microns. · 
O:ne method of redueing the aggregating ei':f ect of the particles 
was to never permit small size particles tc,· be at rest. This was 
achieved by a continuous scraping of a dust clod to obtain the 
proper particle sizes. In another system, the dust is groumd in 
a tumble mill which operated only when the motor was energized 
by a photocell relay. This kept the optical density of the d'l!J.st 
eloud at a constant level • .Another method·was the use of a long 
:barrow· tube of dust which is slowly raised~ · · The dust was drawn 
from the tube through an Gri.fice into the du.st cloud chamber. 
· Light sources .for nephelom.eters have mostly consisted of tungsten 
filaments. Historically, at least one application- of the au.n's rays 
as light source has been reported made by Ananthakrisbman (20). 
Tu.ngsten filament light sources are almost all reported of over 
two hundred watt sizes (J). These were necessitated because of cutout 
of most of the light by pin-hole beam arrangements. The use of such 
8 
an extremely narrow beam lessened the optical problems ( 12) • Also 
a narrow beam was considered best for forward scattering at very 
low angles which has been considered by experimenters as the most 
stable type of scattering.(2). 
Within the limits of the tungsten filament light somrce. many 
divisions still exist from the use o! filters, either on light 
souree or 'photometer. The coI11mercial nephelometers·1 the Phoenix 
and .Aminco (3) use blue and green filters because of their high 
light transmittance. Oriented particles direct certain frequencies 
to one scatter angle which is used to identify the particles. 
Randolllly arranged particles scatter white light in all directions 
(25). Filters oa.n be used on randomly oriented particles to obtain 
differing angular scattering diagrams. Possibilities exist for 
light·s®urees of narrower frequency range than normal color filters. 
Olle type are special artificial sources like sedium light used t0 
test feg by L~ckish and Holladay (16). Another is the dual momo-
ehromator produced from two diffraction gratings 9 as·· devised by 
Land (26). 
Meas'!lrement of illuminatien intensity of the scattered light 
is the last fundamental part of a nephelometer. Equipment to measure 
this intensity was the limiting feature of many scatter experiments 
until development of the phototube. Some of the early experimenters 
used their eyes for intensity judgement. Waldram (27) used a photo-
metric wedge for the light measurement. It was a calibrated intensity 
attenuating device used to produce a light intensity comparable 
by the eye to the scatter intensity. 
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The most sensitive method of measuring light intensity is a. 
phototube having a cathode which emits electrons when recieving 
light. The anode collects the electrons by an external voltage 
source. This source is usually direct current but may be alternating, 
using only the p0sitive part of the current cycle to·the anode for 
the electron flow. The electron flow of very small currents can 
then be measured across a resistance from which voltage drop can 
be detected. The multiplier phototube has several· stages through 
which the cathode electrons can be amplified-by d;vnode stages many 
hundred thousand times. 
The main characteristic of the phototube is the· wavelengths 
to which it is sensitive. The infra-red (22) or the ultra-violet 
(16) ranges can be used for phototube sources as ~ell as the visual 
range frequencies. Because of the interest in several fields of 
visual range frequencies, several phototubes have been built which 
are sensitive only to the visuai ranges in approximately the same 
proportion intensity levels for each color frequency- as is the 
avera.ge hum.an eye o 
Gumprecht and Sliebcevich (13) describe a method of determining 
what small range of angles is sensed at one angular measurement 
position. Accuracy in absolute light intensity 'mea$1lrements is 
established by cemparison of scatter intensity to a standard known 
intensity of light. This feature was built in some nephelometers 
as by Pyaskovskays-Fesenkova (28) for sunlight and Ounker and Peterson 
(17) to a ·standard gas. 
So few nephelometers have been built that the main a~pievement 
in most has been finding characteristics of the mechanism and some 
10 
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scatter indications. Only in application to chemical compounds 
in solution have nephelometers become refined enough to allow commercial 
manufacture (J). 
Results of scattering experiments are few. Review of results 
will cover only those using a suspension in air as the aerosol. 
Most o:f the researchers inferred from the few angles they measured, 
a smoothed curve of scatter for all angles. The earliest resu.lts 
were from open atmosphere experiments. Open atmosphere experiments 
suffer from variables, particularly varying consistency of the 
dust cloud. 
First results from Roca.rd (27) and Hul:burt (2:5) om atmospheric 
haze produced angular scs,tter curves. These e11rves show a maxi.mum. 
scatter intensity at forward scatter angle5 and minimum scatter 
intensity at one qundred twenty degrees back scatter. Bulrich 
and Siedentopy (16) reported experimental results for haze of a 
maximum of scatter intensity at both the f0rward scatter and back 
eea.t-ter limits ot their nepb.el01Ueter. In their ·resttlts » a minimum 
scatter intensity occured at one hundred twenty degrees back scatter 
angle. Billmeyer (2) reported a scatter diagram of haze which has 
maximum scatter intensity for forward scatter. - It has another 
maxi.mum scatter intensity, not as high value as forward scatter 
angles, at back scatter angles. Also the scatter normal to the 
light beam is a mii:µ.mum of scatter intensity. 
The most extensive measurements of haze scatter·diagrams have 
been reported by Waldram (27). He measured more angles accurately 
with more replications than the other experimenters. He found 
much variance in diagrams because of varying concentration of dust 
in the air. For su.rface haze, near industrial smoke, he fou:nd maximum 
forward scattering and minimum values ranging from one hundred twenty 
to ninety degrees forward scatter. Back scattering reached a peak, 
about one-third the maximum of forward scattering. His measu.remelilts 
were made only from forty two to one hundred sixty- degrees forward 
scatter. 
~he only other nephelometer reported in literature measuring 
angular light scatter on a polydisperse, many particle size, aerosol 
was the OWL by Simclair and La Mer (14). The aerosol was a hetero-
genou'S smoke. The object was to measure size- and· s±!ie distributi0n. 
The light sources were .frequencies of low wavelengths. Smoke entering 
the chamber had to be kept dispersed to have proper optical density 
and avoid coagulation, at density of not over one hundred th®Usand 
particles per cubic centimeter. Later work- of Sinclair and La Mer 
(29) was aimed at the production of a monodisperse, one size particle, 
aerosol for which they hoped to determine particle size from measure-
ments of light transmissiom, color, intensity and polarization. 
C. Polydisperse Aerosol Scattering 
Light scattering measurements on particles with wide ramge 
of sizes results in less accurate measurements and less reliable 
rewlts fer determining characteristics of particles·tltJ.am wbem 
uniform one size particles are u.sed (12). •This is particularl7 true 
for differing types of particles (.30) • Light scattering of many 
sizes of particles is a composite of the scattering of imdividual 
particles of each size (J1). The variability @f this scattering from 
size will determine how consistent polydisperse scattering will be. 
} 
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Large particles scatter proportionally much mot"e than small 
particles. Thus; heterogeneous polydisperse dust el~uds 'Will produce 
scattering characteristic of particles larger than their geometrical 
mean diameter. A more uniform size cloud~ at least one of smaller 
particles, will scatter more characteristieallyas the average 
effeetive size of scatterers (.31). On bas:i:s of size distribution, 
there are many more small dust particles than large (.31). The 
particles 't:lJ:lder a few micro:ns in size may account for the majority 
by mmiber O but by w~ight 9 they will represent a small proportion. 
Ext~notion of light by absorption in solid particles is much 
less clearly understood than is angular scattering · (:'.32). Until 
recently; particles large and opaque enough to absorb light were 
kept out of consideration and out of experimentsq As comparison, 
scattering from transparent spheres is considered mueh more reliable 
theoretically (33). Experiments OD dust in blast fttrnace gas tend 
to s·btow that extinction varied directly with width of the dust clO'lld 
(1~). With cloud size constant, concentration was found to va:,:y 
d:1.reetly with extincti®n. Angular scatter '·tests indicated that 
absorption occiars when particles are as large or larger than the 
wave'Iength (:33) • 
· Experiments on atmospheric haze have been attempted to <determine 
the ehari.cteristic size of the scattering particle. 'This is one 
approach to measuring sizes of these particles. A summary of Moller's 
work stated that the average scatter of haze was as spheres of one 
micron radius. Billmeyer (2) characterized scatter from haze as 
less than one micron in radius. 
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·The main conclusion of Moller' s study- was that ·the larger size 
dust particles do not result in an influence on the ··aistributio:n of 
scattered radiation. This statement, if tl"'Ue, 'WO'Uld"negate the 
hypothesis of this problem. The supporting data and actual article 
c"OUld not be found. 
D. Field Dust 
Du.st clouds are an aerosol of solid materials suspended in a 
gaseous mediu.m. (24). The solid materials are small size earthy-
parti'cles (7) of l1laJlY possible sou.roes while the gaseous medi'Wll in 
the open atmosphere is a homogeneous mixture of all the molecules 
of the atmosphere. 
·Solid particles which are not hy-drometeors, all ·forms of 
atmospheric moisture particles, or gases found in the open atmosphere 
can be considered dust except that dense smoke cone·entrations (7) 
are identified as more uniform smaller particles ideritifiable from 
a s0ttrce. Recent definition of smoke (33) elassifie·s it as any 
aerosol of particles, solid or liquid, less than one micron. For 
m::(l)St applications, the particles considered' clu.st are·larger than 
the gas molecules. 
Haze is a meteorological term for visibility-restriction caused 
by light scattering of dust suspended in the atmosphere. Haze canmot 
be discerned from hydrometeors, especially distant fog, since it 
is usually difficult to distinguish between the type of particles. 
Thus haze contains dust and is a d'p.st el011d of low eoneentrati®n 
and small particle size. 
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The differing physical characteristics of the dttst cloud are 
most attribu.ted to the solid materials which are recognized for 
study as particle sources, shapes (31) and concentration (32). 
Green and Lane (24) explaim that most dust consists of particles 
1.5 
ot irregular shape either in the form of sing'le units or as aggregates. 
Sometimes well-defined crystalline forms may be identified, but even 
so, the study of dusts is complicated by the shape factor and is 
less amenable to firm analysis than where particles are spherical. 
Even some solid particles initially spherical may experience aggrega-
tion wbich again introduces the shape factor. 
The .ASHAE Air-Borne Dust Survey (31) ~lassified solid particles 
f on.nd in air consisting generally of mineral fra-eticms of fine size 
distr'i.butio:np carbonaoe011s fractions ef coarse- size distribution and 
fibers. Shapes of these dust particles are (A) spherical, consisting 
of smokes, pollen and fly ash; (B) irregula'l" cubical '·mineral cinder; 
(C) flakes of m1Derals and epidermis; (D) f'ibrotll:s, lint and plant 
fiber and (E) condensation floccs» carbon, smokes and fumeso 
Dasts temd to be very heterogeneous s;rstems of poor stability 
and · eentaim more l.llrge particles than mists and smokes. The particles 
in many <i'usts tend to itttract each other aggrege.ti:mg with considerable 
force. 
Since the dust in dust clouds includes su~h a wide range of sizes 
and me.terials, being that which is Dot uniform, en~ to slassify 
as another particulate cloud, characterizing it is difficult. 
Large particles and aggregates of them can be separated by screens 
through which particles the size of the screen air space and smaller 
will pass when shaken across the face of the screen. This method, 
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while reliable for larger particle sizes, produces many mechanical 
difficulties in sizing the smaller ones. Screens ha\Te been manufactured 
for sizes greater than forty microns (7). Dust particles abo'l:l.t 
fifty microns are large enough to be seen with the maked eye (35). 
The particulate cloud 9 characteristic of moving field machinery 
aerosol e:nviromment~ will be called field dust • .A review of literature 
reveals very little informatio:n about field' du:st~ mostly consisti:rog 
cf conjecture and certain assumptions whem have been ma.de to applied 
studies in an enviromnent of it. 
It is generally assumed that field dust ranges in size up to 
one hundred microns (36). A lack of hypotheses on field dust cause 
even a definition of it to be difficult. Size distribution range 
is sh©tm in Table I for three different field dust::j., 
TABLE I 
DUST SIZE DISTRIBUTION ON WEIGHT BltSIS 
Particle Size .Arizona Dust California Dnst Desert Du.st 
In Microns % by Weight % by Weight % by Weight 
· 0-5 13 .. 1 16.7 39 
6-23 1.5 .. 4 3.5 .9 34 
24-43 54.2 42.3 18 
Above 43 17.3 .5 .. 1 9 
The .Arizona size distribution type is considered standard by 
the S0ciety of Automotive Engineers for tests of air cleaners (37). 
The third colunm in Table I 9 by Overholt (38), is for a desert 
environment 9 not average field dust. Desert dust is modified by 
blowing through the air and by collisions with other particles which 
helps reduce the particle size. Shape of the particles vary from 
spheres to jagged edges. Field dust appears characteristically 
sharp-edged and hard. The abrasion of dust is determined by the 
shape" and am011nt of quartz present (39) • 
Field dust is ninety to ninety eight percent mineral matter, 
the remai:mder being organic matter (.39). The A.SHAE Air-Borne Dust 
Survey (31) of norm.al a.tmospheric du.st in ot1tdoor air showed a 
bimodal cumulative size distribution curve composed ~f mineral 
fracti©:n for ome mode a.I:1.d carbonaceous fraction for the other. 
Distribu.ti0:n im the summer sh0wed o:nly one mode explained as dimi:nish-
ment of the carbonaceous part. For a typicral partie-J:e 9 field dust 
could be characterized from these indicatioms as mineral matter. 
Concentration of dust particles is one ef the least studied 
aspects because it is difficult to determine. Since "particle sizes 
and shapes are not uniform. 0 dust concentration determination bas only 
been attempted in commercial gas (40). The solid materials of the 
air are not seen by the naked eye until they cause sttffieient light 
scattering to become visible. Even the highest dust concentrations, 
contain many more gas moleeules tha:n dust particles, evem though the 
elGUd is opaque and absorbs light. 
Most dust pa.rticles in the a.ir are fotlnd in ag~egates _(.'.31). 
These solid particles tend to clump (7) and become tightly bound 
together requiring severe mechanical dispersion to break these 
bonds (31) e This is because of the attraction due to the Van der 
Walls forces of interatomic forces between ions which decreases with 
the seventh power of the distance which separates them (7). Moisture 
has a significant effect in the sense that an absorbed layer of polar 
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:molecliles may give rise to large forces of adhesion., Density of' a 
du.st cloud is little differe:t1t. from density of the a.ir (24). 
Electrical charges have little ef.f'ect on the cl~st cloud. 
Dlast elem.cl aDalysis needs an adeqaate explanation <r>f wlny 
the,solid materials stay imsuspension" Drinker and Hateh (7) 
consider the mass of small d11st particles s0 small that they achieve 
equilib:rum by being moved around in air by the gas molecules. This 
oseillating motion is known as the Brownonian motion which has been 
described by Einsteim. asg 
A= ~t 
-N 3 n/d 
A = .Ampli.tude o:f' :moti.em in give:m time t., 
~ = Particle d:i .. ameter in microns., 
Identi.f'i.able J.e·vels of' mO'ifemer.tt o:f' ·the dust :b1 ai:I:" became first 
ne...-rt level are f'l.uct-u:stionis o:f' the liJame order :i.n turbulent mix:1.ng 
0.f' ·m.ovi:m.g s.i:r in tramsport a,, ide:nt1:f1ed by Bagneld (4·1) which 
puts dust imtc.i tm.e air. F:tmal level is the oo:mveetive 'illpdrafts and 
pre,ss'lllre 1ysteJ?u.:1 in the atmosphere which oarr:r tb.e du.st high i:nte the 
air and. .f'ar i.n d:Letanoe. For field d11st D the only difference is 
that the last moven1ent o "WDU1d be a smaller scale e.f:f'ect. 
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Partie~es fall out of the air with a steady velocity in direct 
proportion to the square of the diameter according to Stokes Law (21). 
Im c.alm air, from gravity. Stokes Law produces a fallout of: 
l) = k 
Jt 
D = Diameter of largest particle in light beam after 
elapsed time t from start of settling. 
k :..f 18 h 00 
J gL (p1 - P2) 
A= Settling height. 
m = Viscosity of settling medi'lllllo 
g1 = Local acceleration of gravity. 
p1 - p2 = Differential in density of dispersed particles 
amd surrounding matter • 
.Another interpretation of stokes Law is, 
2 . gL (~.~ Da) r2 
V=- :E 
9 Qt, 
g = Local acceleration of gravity. 
L 
DP= Density of the particles. 
' ' 
D8 • Densit7 of stirrounding air. 
r = Radius of particles. 
w = Viscosity of'$ettling medium. 
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for particles less than one micron in diameter, a revision is 
necessary to include Millikai:i 8s term, mult1ply"i.ng for velie::i.ty by (42): 
-e £. 
1 + l (A+ Be L) 
r 
L = Mean free path of the molecules 
A, Band C = constants. 
E. Field Dust Operations 
Location of the light to minimize back scatter has been studied 
by tne ali1.thor (43) in an open atmosphere field test. The advantage 
of study in the field was that the field dust cloud is not always 
uniform from gr01:1nd to above operator eye level as is a thick layer 
of f~. 
The dust produced b7 wheels and soil disturbing,pe:rtions of the 
implement, raises to the rear of th.e tractor wmere the operator 
:rides. In still air this dust will remain above the plaee from 
which• it was thr~, being suspemded in air. In a l:tght or moderate 
wind, the d11st is propelled forward in the directicm · Gf the wind. 
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Even a light wind will cause the dust in the air to move faster than 
the tractor causing the dust to move past the implement to the tractor 
oontinuil:lg to the front of the tractor, into the path of the headlights. 
The ground is then obscured beoa11se of the reflected light. Since 
tl:re du.st travels with the wind, in one direction of vehicle travel 
downwind, the dust problem is most severe. 
Solution to the lecation problem has been achieved by mounting 
the light tQ travel through as small amount of dust as p@ssible. 
Tb.,e best solution found for these requirements is the mounting or 
two lights as far f'orward and as low as possible. (43). 
·This arrangement of lighting units was- used for· field operations 
during extremely dusty conditions. The oCi>nventionally mounted 
keadlights were retained to compare with the new dust lights. 
, The dust lights worked satief actorily and were tested over 
an extensive period or field operation. These- lights were observed 
from darkness to the next sunrise when tillage operations were being 
performed on very dusty land. The pattern, taau:gb adequate when 
dusty, did not cover q:uite as large an area when the dense field 
dust cloud was present. On occasion, the use of conventionally 
mounted tractor lights in addition to the low forward dust lights 
woald obscure the ground ahead. due to the glare they produced. 
I ,,, 
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III. STATEMENT OF SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
A. The Experiment 
The objective of this experiment was tc~i(ind ariplar back 
scatt-er characteristics of a dust clou.d repreHentati"Ve of the light 
scatter of a field dust cloud. A nephelometer was to be used for 
angular back scatter measurements of different light frequencies and 
dust particles. A feature of this neph.elometer was to be angle 
measurements wbieb. could be made every deg:ree. 
B. Limitations of the study 
In this stu.dy, the use of equipme:nt to measure relative val"lies 
comparable omly to other relative values rather tham: · absolute val11es 
of angu.lar scatter intensity was justi.fied ·· since the 'primary interest 
was im determining angles at which mi.ni.mum'back scatter may be observed 
to O"CCllr. 
Limitations were, (A) Use of recording instruments, needed 
fer accurate discontinuity determination, which were not available 
for this experiment. (:B) Use of a tu.ngaten filament light seurce 
because of its standardized application in headlight units. (C) 
Obtaining small particle range groups. (D} Control ·over hlllDidity 
@f .clust clou.d environment. This may va:r; particle aggregation when 
obtaiming the particle elou.d and scattering properties, of hygroscopic 
dust which h.a.s an affinity for moisture. (E) Constant voltage 
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sonrce for amplifieation of photometer light.. The only available 
sO'llrce was line power system with varying voltageb 
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IV. EQUIPMENT FOR EXPERIMENT ON PRO.BLEM 
A. Characterizing the Field Dtlst Cloud 
Size l:iistr1but1on is the main i'eature oi' cnaraeterizing the 
field d1ut elwd. Scattering data and theory indicates that the 
largest particles will back scatter and absorb the most ligkt. 
Thu.a, tt 1, important to limit the largest size in tbe field du.st 
cloud ~q t~at of the l~gest field dust particle. Indieations from 
literat~re show this shoiald be one hundred microns. 
In orper that the experimental results be applicable to the 
field' oopd~tion, the dust eloud to be tested should mave the same 
light li!IO&t}ering charaeteristics as the field dust cloud. The 
degreE\l of pm.ltiple s~attering, scattering of scattered light, if 
any, s~ould be the same in both cases. However, it cannot be determined 
! 
for either. 
Also the type particles 11sed in the experiment shftld approximate 
those found in the field. The meat predominant type~ mineral frae~ions, 
W'Oilld be the best representation of field dust. Mineral fractions 
wi.th little humus matter and plant fiber are'the c0nsisteney of 
nermal field soils. Pulverized field soil will be used as the dust 
sloud partioles. 
'To obtain this, a soil was obtained of typical mineral composition 
containing a large percentage Qf particles of sizes that and below 
the size Ot field dust. This was Reins.ch. Silt Leam. It was analyzed 
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in a thesis by Rosenberg (44) as containing a large majority of 
particles in size distribution between twenty three and fifty microns, 
containing particle sizes down to a few microns 9 his lower limit 
or measurement. 
'The soil was ground with a Brau.n Palverizer, Type UA. It was 
kept in closed metal cans. When not in 11se-, they were placed in a 
warm (i)Ven. It was found that the smallest pu.lverization of the 
soil sample prodllced most particles in the size range under one 
b.u.ndred microns. Most of the experiment will use this pulverized 
soil for d~st cloud. 
Three size distributi(i)ns were obtained by sieving with a Cenoo-
Mein2'ler Sieve Shaker, Number 18480. Sieves were all U.S. standard 
Sieve Series 9 ASTM Specifications. They ranged in size from: largest» 
10.5 micron opening 9 Number 1401 middle, 74 'micron opening, Number 
200 and smallest, opening 53 microns, Number 270. 
Sm.all samples of soil were used f(i)r each sieving for two and 
one-half minutes after which each sieve was cleaned with 00111.presse<d 
air. These sieves are impractical for a large quantity of material. 
C~tof":f." or the small size ranges is poorly attained by trying to 
sieve- a large q-aantity o:f.' material by this·· system. .About all that 
oan be said about the resulting size distribution 1s that the largest 
size· should be tha.t o:f' the soreem it passed through. · 
B. The Nephelometer 
A preliminary test was performed on a plastic cylinder container 
of air and dust which was occasionally agitated to keep the ~ust 




became so quickly coated with a layer of d11st partieles, that the 
eloud inside eOlll.ld net be seen. OpeniDg the container showed the 
particles swirling inside around the heat sQ'lilrce of the light beam 
even thou.gm. it bad a heat filter. This method was judged unsatisfact-· · 
r.f1!7• The obvious indicati0n seemed to be t0· d:isperse the dust 
inter opem atmospheric air by some tY,li)e of S'ievEJ. ''?lire problem in 
s1evimg dust was te m.a.intain a cloud Q;f c0mstamt ccmcentratien. 
A constant dispersion was obtained :from rotati111g six large diameter 
wires over the tQp ot a wire screen. These six wires, ome-sixteenth 
inch· in diameter, were mcumted radially arwmd the· eircw.ar area 
and were j oimed in the center. The wires were dri vem by a rotating 
metal ey'l1mder from above. The radial mounting migb.t have 'been 
considered to have the effect at sweeping m&re ctast out ef tb.e 
cemter than the edges of the circle, but this was offset by the slower 
linear moti0n of the dispersi:mg 8'1rface toward·tbe Cf6nter. Am 
agitatGr was incl'lllded to keep tke d'!lst fr• bridgi:ng·oYer the inside 
of tbe cylinder and to feed it at a u.niferm'rate to the dispersing 
surtace below. Tb.e agitator and wire discharge sereen were held. 
stationary. . J. 
A twe i11ch diameter was 1:1sed for the circular dist clGUd, 
whicrbi by preliminary test, was indieated tcf"be the lower limit ct 
availability of a constant eomsistenc;r clout b,.-the· sifting method. 
For 11>W seatter angle measurement, a sma11·dimn.eter·el011d with small 
diameter illumi:mation and sensing beams wol:l'ld a:llow·a lower angle· 
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lilllit if ol@se mechanical spacing were pQssible. To vary the 
concentration of the du.st. cloud, a variable speed electric :mi:lter 
m0tor was u.sed to drive the sifter. Tests indicated that its slC>West 
speed, one hundred sixty revolutions per mim:rt.e, produced a de:mse 
cloud which fast began to decrease in concentration with lowering 
of the dust level. The d~st concentration·increased after startimg 
the· sifter. becoming constant in three seconds~ Frciml this constant. 
rate·, cencentration began to decrease after' eight neoncis. 
Figure 1 shows the assembled nephelometter· u:s·ed· in the experime:mt. 
Figure 2 shews the schematic diagram. of it. S1:moe the phQt0meter 
was eoxpected to be larger than the light snrce apparatus, it was 
h:eld ·stationary while the light source was ·rotai.ed through calibrated 
angles from the photometer. · 
····The light source location was arra:nged to be· varied by means of' 
a tray which would rotate on an axis concentric with the center of 
the dust cloud. This axis reference was obtained f'rom the top of 
the drive motor of the sif'ter. A rotating 'arm from this axis shaft 
would previde a constant radial reference for the light so'tll'ce. 
To keep the phototu.be and light source in proper alig:nment, a retract-
able target of two wires in the shape of a '·cross were used i:n the 
center of the d'ast elcmd. 
A phototibe was 1!1sed to measure the low intensity scattered 
light. The tube was am RCA 9:31-A photonltiplier tube 111sed ill the 
commercial nephelometers. It had the S-4 spectral respol!lse designated 
by·i.llu.mination engineers to approximate h1llman ey-e c::ilaraeteristies. 
It has almost no response il!lto the infra-red range a:nd the ultra-
v-iolet is net apt to be present 1:m a tungsten filament source with 
lenses. In maltiplier application of dynodes from the cathode, 
it is capable of eight to eleven hundred-thousand tim~s amplificatiom 
,:; 
when the dynodes .are operating at ene hu~dred volts p~r stage. 
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FIGURE 1 • NEPHELOMEI'ER OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Because only relative light measurements of scattered light 
intensities are needed 9 no attempt was made- to measure absolu.te illlllll-
i.nation values. This allowed wide variatiom in desigtt possibilities 
for the circuit. Since a source of one than.sand volts direct current 
was not available, this voltage was obtained in: alternating current. 
by a transformer from one hundred ten volts line veltage. As cam 
be· seen in Figu.re .3. Circuit Diagram of Photometer, the voltage 
drop of appro:ximately one hundred volts per stage of the pbotetube 
was obtained by resistaDces between each stage. 
By u.se of alternating current powering- the· phototu.be O the 
fellowing advantages were obtained: (A) The ou.tput·of the phototube 
was pulsating direct eu.rrent which was se:msed,· displayed and precisely-
rea:d ·om a cath0de ra7 oscilloscope which eJ.'imi:1:ia"ted· the need f0r 
direct. current instruments • (B ) Out put cO'l:lld. · be amplified by a 
preamplifier with little background neise. (C) No rectifiers or 
filter eapaeitors were needed ill the power·supply, providing safety 
to the opera.tor :f"rom high voltages. (D) The unit was compact. 
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The phototube 9 with oireuitry, was placed inside a large cylinder, 
seeti·at the left side 01" Figure 1. This was arrangeo to provide 
entirel7 dark s11rrou:odings for the photot'l!lbe amd·to·keep it cool. 
Both: of these conditions were neoessar7 for operation at extremely 
le>w &lectrical noise levels of backgrout:ui voltage from which the 
light amplification is made. For cooling, the xnain consideration 
was to keep heat, produced from the trans.6ormer, awa7 from the 
phototube by using a centrifugal fan to blow the air in from the top. 
Bark surroundings for the phototube were provided by pa.~nting 
the interior of' the tube and all the surrounding nephelomete;r black. 
.tQ 
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. Ki I R2 - ·220, 000 ..(\. 
R.3 9 R4 - ·l00.1>000 .('\. · · ii : 
R; through R:J..3 - 100,000.('\. 
Ti - Thordarson T-22R43 Universal Power 
· Transformer, Primary 117 V@ 60 cycles. 
Secondary 1100 Volts, lo5 Milliampso 
· CRT Oscilloscope 1 Heath, Model 0-10 R2 
V1 - General Electric AC Voltmeter, 
Range 100-140 Voltso 
V2 - Vacuum '.L'ube Voltmeter.I> Heath V7~A. 
VL = Line Voltage, 110 Volts Nominallyo 
Electr€>n Photomu.J:t.iplier Tu.be - RCA 931-A. 
FIGURI .3., CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF PHOTOMETEa 
The eentrif'!lgal fan blower was painted black to keep light from 
entering providing a dark interior with ventilation. The lewer 
op·e:ni11g was covered with a surrounding oversize shield as a light-
trap d.Olltble baffle preventing the entry of light from the bottom. 
'The ph.ototube was Sllpportecl o:n a. chassis in the center of the 
e;rli!lder, around which. air cou.ld pass. Fer restricting view e:f the 
light scattero a pipe was placed from the phetotube to the scattering 
ehmnber. Travel down the pipe may have attewated t-he light. but 
it prG>vided a selective sampling. The distance i"r0m the dust cloud 
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te tlte phototube could be varied 9 permitting select·ion of the scatterimg 
area intercepted and intensity of the signal from t·he phototube. 
It was necessary that too high a signal did not·reach the 
ph-otatube as it had definite saturation values ab@ve ·which it would 
meaSll:re no more increase i:n liglilt intensity,. The tiilbe between 
the photometer and scattering chamber was seven :feet·· 1eng. A large 
siz·e protractor was laid ou.t on the tables used to sapp@rt a tray 
holding the light source. The protractor had a raditts of forty 
inches- The zero degree angle was placed in line with the photometer 
tube.· Each of the tables were levelled to provide no vertical angular 
change in the ligb.t scarce. This provided·aecurate·imgular measurement 
each one-halt degree. 
I 
The light source was a cownercial sli<l'e proje~·er with parabolic 
refiecter behind the bulb. It was a s011roe with fil!ment abeu.t 
one-half inch square with heat collecting plate and lenses for 
narrow angle divergence. The five hundred watt tlll.ngsten filament 
blll.lb had restricting shields to produce a narrow.angle beam which 
reduced the light intensity. The first light restrietin~ shield 
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was built with three parallel slits from a·black su-rface so that 
all but the parallel light would be kept from passing through the 
circular slits. Since the lower angle limit of the parallel slit 
tube was 12 .. .5 ° 9 an.other tube was built with only one·: shield and 
a. narrow tube twelve inches long. 
'This second low-angle shield was used ·to· measure to 5 ° back 
s-catt·er angle~ the low angle limit because of the distance between 
light source housing and phototube restricting· tube. The upper 
limit was imposed by the wide light beam which refiected light 
down ·the ph.otot11be restricting tube above 171.,5° b-aal scatter angle. 
Between extreme limits, only the range from. 75 to 100° was mt 
wt because of the supports holding the ou.ter cy-li:nder. 
·. 'l'o obtain variance of frequency, colol"' filters ·were used over 
tke light source.. Colored DuPont Cellophane was used as the filter. 
From range of higher wavelengths, colors used were white, red, 
yellow, green bl111.e and violet. Cell@phane transmits· some of all 
frequencies besides its color. These filters were placed in the 
slide ehamber of the light sou.roe 9 the slide projector. Solenoid 
operation was used to change the slide eolor filters''by push button 
eentrol when testing. 
· This experiment 11.se<il a nephelometer which had tbe whole circular 
dust olou.d illuminated and scatter intensity sensed from the whole 
cl®11d by admittedly divergent beams. Thia ·was· the first appliQatiom 
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of this system. It was represented symbolically :1.n Part A of Figure 4. 
Previous nephelometers use and theoretical developments assumed 
use of sensing a small increment scatter element. The traditional 
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FIGURE 4. OPTICS OF THE NEPHELOMETER 
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area in Part B, Figure 4. It is impossible to attain these parallel 
beams. Slightly divergent light and sensing 'beams, Part C, Figure 
4, produce a scattering area in the shape of an irregular polygon .. 
Calci::rl8tion of this area is difficult. .Since the area changes with 
a.ngle-, it would have to calculated for each angle. Ea.ch scatter 
intensity value would then be multiplied by arr area factor. The only 
method of eliminating a changing increment area is the method used 
by Waldram (27) of off center mounting of parallel plates to narrow 
the beam width as the angle lowers. 
A small angle limitation is reached in increment sensing as is 
shown by the dotted line in Part B. When the intersection of the 
two beams exist outside the dust cloud, the ends of the parallelogram. 
intersection are cut off. Calculation of this area would necessitate 
reducing the parallelogram area by the acute end area of the parallel-
ogram cu.t off by the arc of the dust cloud. 
' 
Finally, probably the biggest variaqie added, impossible to 
ealcu:late with present theory, was that presented by' absorption and 
mu.ltiple scattering of the particles. Graphical description is 
shown of these items in Part DP Figure 4o The photometer from sensing 
am increment of the d1llst cloud, recieves a ·1ight scatter value which 
varies from one side to the other of the beam width. As most photo-
tubes have different sensi:mg characteristics in.di.fferent parts of 
the beam width, another angu.lar variable is introduced o 
In comparison to increment sensing, the whole clou.d sensing 
of this experiment reduces the possibility of unwanted variables. 
Expecially for an aerosol easily confined to circular ar~a w.ith 
scattering from particles in the cloud more intense thaµ dust 
in air, as is field du.st 9 the whole cloud sensing will be super-
ior. 
For sensing by polarized light, a Tiff'en Polaroid Filter wa.s 
placed over the phototube tube. 
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V. PROCEDURE 
The experimental observations were designed to reliably produce 
a low-angle back scatter graph. The method was to obtain data for 
one graph at a time by testing each angle consecutively. 
Variation in experimental results was to be expected from; 
(A) fatigue of the phototube; (B) lowering intensity of the light 
source and (C) varying back scatter from differing random distri-
bution of the many dust particles. This last factor was expected 
to be more pronounced in the polydisperse dust than in sized samples. 
The first two variables, changing characteristics of the beams, 
were thought to be able to be resolved by changing testing techniques. 
Their effect was isolated by starting one test at one angular extreme. 
One test run would start at a low angle, progressing chronologically 
throu:gh the angular values. Next a test run would start at the 
high angular value receding down the same angular increments as the 
first test. Comparison of these two test sequences were thought 
to be able to show the effect of changing beam 9 phototube and light 
source characteristics. 
Since main i:nterest in the tests was to determine relative values 
of angular scatter intensity9 effect of the first twe variables in 
changing the absolute angular values of each test should not obscure 
the determination o.f' maxim.a a.md minima. The remaining variable 
was the particular light scatter variance fr0m size distribution 
of dust particles. This variable could only be isolated by test 
replications. After indication of the maxima and minim.a areas, 
more test replications would be made in these areas. 
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For graphical analysis 9 the number of test run replications were 
determined by obtaining enough tests to determine variability of 
factors not related to angular scatter intensity within the liniitation 
of available time for the tests. This number of tests should determine 
the relative maxim.a and minima of angular scatter. For this experiment 0 
four to seven test run replications of each· test condition were 
made; 
Since two light restricting shields were used, tests with each 
were made at separate times. The shield for low-angle scattering 
had less illumination intensity than did the parallel slit shield 
for larger angles. These two shields produced a retttrn voltage 
from the photo.tube of different magnitudes. To enable comparison 
of angular scatter intensity obtained by these shields. the angles 
measured by the low-angle shield overlap th-e other shield a few 
degrees to provide a basis for finding a factor to multiply by one 
t-o ec,mpare with the other. 
Procedure for one test run was to begin at 12 o.5'° P the lower 
limit for the parallel slit shield. The sifter would be filled with 
dust and the line voltage observed. The background noise return 
from,the photo.tube would be recorded before the test was begun to 
ascertain normal operating conditions o This noise is the characteristic 
of an electronic amplifying circuit causing it to produce an outpYt 
from variables not related to the signal being amplified~ The 
background noise level varied ten times the line voltage change 
and,from other factors not fully understood. This variation could 
also have been caused by a changing characteristic of the phototube 
or impedance of the supply voltage. 
".After energizing the sifter 9 one person would watch the voltage 
return from the phototube until it reached a stabilized upper valuet 
usua2ly in three to five seconds. Phototube return values were 
recorded when they were not obviously erroneous by nuctuation of 
line voltage., 
If there was any reason to believe otrrer variab'les entered 
int0 the test 9 it was repeated for the same angle. Reasons would 
be fluctuation of line voltage during the test or a voltage return 
to phototube which did not stabilize at aDy value. .Af'ter the voltage 
return from the phototube was reliably observed 9 whether in one or 
several tests 9 the light source was moved to the next consecutive 
angle. The test runs were repeated for each condition of light 
frequ,ency and sized dust. 
For tests of polarized light. a polarizing filter was placed 
over the pbototube tube. At different back scatter angles, the 
filter was rotated through the whole range of.polarizing angles. 
Dtrl.ring the constant dust cloud concentration of one test, rotating 
the polarizing filter showed any angle effect in diminishing back 
scatter. This angle was measured with a protractor referenced to 
vertical on the phototube tube. 
The dust fallout tests were made.by stopping the dust sifter 
after five seconds of dust discharge from the sifter. Readings 
of scatter intensity were made each second aft.er start of the test 
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for several mima.tes to show remaining scatter from dust suspended 
in the air at 171.5° back scatter angle. 
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VI. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
The Appendix is a presentation of all data obtained in the 
experiment. Since interpretation. of these results was difficult 
from tabulation, most of them were displayed graphie~lly on figures. 
Each complete ang11lar scatter test run represents eonsecu.tive angle 
measurements through the range selected for that test. 
Since there are other variables ea11sing test trend changes, 
evaluation of test data will be by comparative test run characteristics. 
The graphs were drawn with lines eonmecting points or each test ru.n. 
The lines connecting the points are not meant to in~er scatter val'l:ll.es 
for angles between the measu.red angles. 
The lower limit of the parallel slit light restricting shield 
was _12.; 0 because at lower angles, it cut out sensing area of the 
phot<Dtl:ll.be • Test n11s of the parallel slit shield were made .f'rom 
12 • .5 ° to 60 °. The lQw-angle shield runs are presented from 5 ° 
tQ a few degrees above 12 .,5°. Bees:u.se of reduotiol!l in intensity 
of' the beam by the low-angle shield, an adju.stment factor was nm.ltiplied 
by the results of the l©W-angle tests to facilitate comparisons 
of tb.e two types of tests. Phototube returm values from tb.e parallel 
slit shield were divided by values from the same angles for the 
low-angle shield which were overlapped in the tests. Each of these 
overlapping angle ratios were averaged producing the adjustment 
factor. 
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The results were graphed for back scatter angles 5 ° to 25 °, 
the area in which minima of scatter would be mest likely applicable 
as a problem solutiom. other gra.phs for these lower angular ranges 
were for comparison to other experimental results. The ordinate 
was scattering angle intensity measured in voltage across the 
load of the phototube. Each figure incl'nded tests of the same light 
freqtiency and dust size .. 
The first three test condition results, Figures·;, 6 and 7 
represent tests of white light on sized, dust samples. The symbols 
arolll.nd the graph points ( 0, 0, 6, <>, 'v;, Cl,[>) represent the same 
test sequence for each figure. The last six figures, 8 through 
. 
14, are tests of various light frequencies·· on t:tae polydisperse dust 
eload. As with Figures 5, 6 and 7, each graph designator indicates 
the same test sequences as the other sized dust tE\.StS. 
Graphs comparable by direction of angular test sequence are 
con:n:oted by a small al'.row· (·· --1--~) which appears :next to t:~e graph. 
An arrow pcinting up the angular scale represents a test· nm started 
at the low 0 end of the back scatter angles moving thrOUA.gh each . 
eo11u!leRti ve angle to ,the maximum angle recorded. 'fhe downscale 
arrow represents a test run started from the upper emd of the same 
angular limit don the same angles to the low angular val'lles • 
. ·The remaining tests, wmen obtained, square ( D h inverted 
triangle ( \7) ud side triangle (I>) are tests of angles in the 
region of minimwn scatter indicated in previous tests.. In many 
cases, angles were measured in half-degree increments for more 
accuratel~ determining mini.mwn scatter. 
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Table II presemts the summary of indications c,£· the minimum 
near 14° back scatter angle. To obtain Table II, the problem of 
finding back scatter mimi:mwll values for e.aeh. ii.est. c011<il.ition was 
examined. Characteristics of mi:mimum. scatter were noted, especially 
in angles most applicable to problem sol~tion. 
A mil!limtull of scatter intensity appears as a grapn value which 
b:as higher values to each side of it. Becalll.se, of experimental 
va.riaoles, miminmm tendencies are defined as a graph presentation, 
whicm, while not a minimum, tends toward it bT having a higher valu.e 
to GDe side with the same value to the other side. ffl.Iwmml. te:mdencies 
are crmly identified when another graph produces a m±!l1Dlu.m in the 
same· '])lace. A variable minimwn 11111 the avel"'age of angular minimum 
scatter inte:nsities over a small range of amgles for· eme test 
eon<ltiti on .. 
Confidence ot minima is affected by number of tests confirming 
the indication and prenouneed Jiat"Ure or extent of val:aes. Amy 
characteristic omly supparted by one test i:s not as reliable as 
nm.lttple indications ot several graphs. 
Graph results snow a decrease of angu.lar back scatter intensity 
for all but tne green li.gm.t test eomdition·over tb.e range o:r five 
.52 
to twemty five degrees back scatter angle. Separate't,st rums 
sn:ow·:ma:m;r mimima and maxima cf back scatter intensity. The variability 
between test rm.ms, however. lends little comi'idence to picking 
eerta:1.n back scatter minima. 
Only at one area, fr0m five to twenty-five degrees hack scatter 
angle, are test minima muner011s an« consistent enG'111.gh te identify 
as a probable back scatter minimum.. First test nns est•blished 
TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF LOW BACK SCATTER MINIMUM INDICATIONS 






In Baek Scatter 
Angle Degrees 
-- Pro:n01Ince<il, not extreme. 
6 74-53 Microns None 




White 14° Pronouneedp sharp peak. 
.53 
9 Red 13.5° Slight and variable. 
Masked' by maximum at 14.5 °o 
10 YellGw 13.5° Variable. 
11 Green None 
12 Blue -·14~,· .. ,,. ar1a15le. 
13 Violet None 
this, area as more consistently producing a: mininnam-·than other areas. 
Later tests concentrated in this area further supported the minimwn 
and showed test conditions to which it was most a.pplicable. 
Figure 5 shows a minimllm back scatter angle at fourteen degrees 
which is preno11nced in three graphs but not indica.ted in one 0 the 
hexagon (0) designation. The hexagon designated graph does not 
have a scatter meas11rement at 14.5; 0 which determinea the minimum 
for two of the other graphs. 
Figure 8 shows more variatio:m between tests than did Figures 
5 9 6 and 7 because it contained a wider range of dust sizes. Figure 
8 includes most test n.ns because of the interest in' characteristics 
of white light. .All graphs of' Figure 8 1;,how at least temdency of 
minimum scatter at 14° back scatter angl~. Four of the graphs show 
a pronounced minimwn at 14°. One of them shows a minimwn. at 13.5°. 
Two of the graphs indicate only tendency minimum values because the 
triangle ( 6) a:md inverteq triangle test runs do not show an increase 
in value on the right side. Figure 8 is thep characterized as 
having a pronounced 9 but not extreme minim11lll back scatter angle 
intemsity at 14°., The sani,e procedures were l,ised for~ arriving at 
indications f'rem all the graphs. 
Inconclusive resultsv particularly of tp.e green'and violet 
light sources s11ggest that some other basis pf' comparison should 
be used., Since the back scatter angle intensities of higher frequency 
colors were so low in value 0 they o:f'tern amoup.teq to a reading as small 
as twice the background noise ~oltage level. These can be compared 
I 
from data in the Appendix which shdws the background noise voltage 
with each test result. 
The background noise level of the phototube circuit varied from 
unknewn factors which may have had some relation to the light scatter 
va1Ue$o It may seem reasonable to subtract from the light back 
scatter angle vslues 9 the background noise levels of'·the phototube. 
For other high frequency colors, this subtraction watild not produce 
notieable effects because of constance of background noise levels 9 
but for violet light 9 the background noise values varied over a 
large range. 
Figure 149 Violet Light Back Scatter on Polydisperse Dust With 
Background Noise Voltage Snbtracted was made to !ind the effect of 
subtraction of background noise level. Ef'feet of subtraction of this 
background noise is found by comparison of·Figure 14 with Figure 13, 
Violet Light Baek Scatter Tests on Polydispers·e Dmst. 
Figure 15 9 Polar Scatter Diagram for White Light on Polydisperse 
5.5 
Da.st 9 was one test of the full range of the nephelometer for comparison 
to other tests. The test data for the large angle range test is 
shown by the side triangle ( [>) designators- with ang-les belC:>W 12 .5 ° 
marked by hexagon(()) designators. The change is shown because it 
is the additi'on of another test 9 the low-angle shield test. 
·,· 
, Further JBUllll\Qry sf results is presented in Figure 16, Res'l1lts 
{~~ I 
of Color Frequencies Light :Baek Scatter From P@1ydisperse Th11St. 
It was prepared from one test for each frequency in which there 
were' nmerous teats to 60° back scatter angle. Comparison of filter 
action of colors and curve characteristics can be made from it. 
The result of sensing by polarized filter produced no change 
in scatter intensily of back scatter angles below 60° as is shown 
in the Appendix. 
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FIGURE 16. RESULTS OF COLOR FREQUENCIES LIGHT BACK SCATTER FROM POLYDISPERSE DUST 
Figure 17, Particle Fallou.t Frem Polydisperse Dilst Measured 
at Back Scatter Angle 171.5 Degrees, was a test to show settling 
of particles. It sh<i>ws three f allou.t tests which: were ta.ken of dust 
after the sifter was stopped. i:m five seconds after time of starting. 
The further scatter 1ntensity9 after five seconds, represents fallout 
or particles from the air. It is noted that intensity increased after 
termination or test. 
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The data i:m the Appendix includes a listing· of each separate 
test for which the light sou.roe was moved to a new position. Each 
column is a different test run. The 'baekgronnd noise voltage (v), 
is sb.owm with the phototube scatter return (V) • The' valu.es of 
phototube scatter return were averaged for entry on the graphs when 
they-represented tests of the same angle. Repeating the same test 
was only done when first starting a test __ run !or determining stabilized 
operation, when line voltage was fluctuating or whe:i:tbaekgrou.nd 
noise of phototube output was i'luetu.ating. In the Appendix, after 
scatter val~es for sized dust and light frequency parameters, results 
from the polarized filter test are presented. Next is shown the 
voltage readings for times aft~r the dost cloud was stopped represent-
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VII o INI'ERPREI' AT IONS OF RESULTS 
A. Discussion of Results 
The use of a narrower band of frequencies of light than white 
light produces little indication of pronounced minima. or other 
characteristics of angular scatter which would directly minimize 
back scatter. The higher wavelength frequencies 9 red and yellows 
contribute more of the scattering variation than do the low ones~ 
blue and green. However 0 this is not judged conclusive proof because 
of the questionable reliability of the low wavelength frequency tests. 
This·· is questioned because the color filters for filtering the low 
freq~ency sources left such a small source light intensity. This 
low intensity source necessitated the recording instruments be read 
at their most unreliable positions 0 maxinmm amplification with 
minimum indication. 
Table II shows 14° back scatter angle as a minillnl.m scatter 
intensity for several test conditions. Tests of narrower ranges 
of wa.velength 0 the color tests s generally s'l1pp0rt the white light 
relative a:ngalar scatter results. There is DO oriente.tion of sifter 
parts or screen mesh of the nephelometer wh:i.ch wou:ld' cause this 
14° minimumo 
Figure 14 shows a minimum scatter intensity at near 110° back 
scatter angle which compares closely to the results of previous 
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investigations on atmospheric dust. The 110° minimum persisted 
for a much greater range of angles than the 14° minimum.. 
· Other minima of back scatter intensity appear at 12 ° back 
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seatter in many tests and at higher angles for fewer tests but these 
are not considered to have beem indicated exactly enough in these 
tests to be reliable indications. Also minimums of back scatter 
intensity appear at 7° and 19° back scatter angle in many test runs 
but· have not been established with enough confidence to call character-
istics. 
Possibility is indicated for a minimum back scatter angle below 
.5 ° 9 the minimum angle able to be tested by equipment· in this experiment. 
Indications for it are only unreliably determined because of the few 
low-angle back scatter tests. Previous investigators did not detect 
the minima of ang11lar light scatter of this experiment because they 
did not study dust particles this large or measure as small angle 
increments. 
Data in the Appendix shows effects 0£ sensing with polarized 
light indieating no change in baok scatter below an angle of 60°. 
For low ba.ek scatter angles 0 it shows little application but it 
is a possibility for most complete elimination of ·back scatter 
at the minimum cf the whole p0lar scatter scale, 110° be.ck scatter 
angle. 
· Variation in results between tests of· the same- 'conditions is 
evident frem the graphs. The triangle,· (A) graph designation rep-
rese~ts the start of a test at the low end o! back S'Catter angles 
with the parallel slit shield moving up to the maximum angle recorded. 
The diamond(<>) symbol is the record of angular values of a test 
immediately after the previ@-us one moving from the top end of the 
same angular limit down toward the lower angular val'i!les. The change 
of' procedure for the two tests under the same conditions reveals a 
lag of values from moving back down the angular sc@le. 
· Figur~s 49 5 and 6~ tests on sized particlesp all show less 
absolute changes of angular scatter intensity than do the tests on 
polydisper1,3e dust. Fig~re 8 through 13. A smaller size range would 
scatter more constantly in different tests tha:n a more heterogen-
eous polyd:l,.sperse dust because less variation of individual particle 
sizes caus;~ng more conqistent scattering. This is in agreement 
with theoretical predictions of polydisperse scattering of Sinclair 
and La Mar and others. 
The rrsults indicate that for dust particles under 53 microns, 
no minimum of scatter intensity is evident other than one at 11.5°. 
Small particle sizes, below the maximum range of this experiment, 
considered to be 105 microns, apparently forward scatter more light 
than do the larger particles. This was noted when making tests 
!or a polar scatt~r diagram on this polydisperse du.st to compare 
with previpus investigators. At the upper limit of scatter angles 
availalyle, 171.5 ° back scatter angle, it was observed that after stop-
ping the polydisperse dust clou.dp the scatter became· more intense. 
Also, there are several instances in which the scatter intensity 
increases in time after the dust begins fallout. This indicates 
that there are more types of scattering than primary- scattering 
presento 
Comparing figures shows that Figu.re 1'.3, Violet Light Back Scatter 
T ests · on Polydisperse Dust, has a slightly closer correlat:j.on of' 
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graph tendencies th.an does Figure 14, Violet Light Baek Soatte:t Tests 
·.on Polyd.isperse Bast With B'ackgrou.nd Noise Voltage Subtracted. 
More tendencies appeared in Figure 14 which oppQse each other for 
the test n:ms. 
B • Conclusions 
The test results are consistent and detailed· emmgb. to identify 
some· relative angular light scatter oharact-erist·ios. 
'Back scatter intensity generally decreases with i:nereasing 
back scatter a:mgle. Tb.ere are small scale maxima and minima of 
angular back scatter intensity. 
A. possibility for minimum back scatter intensi.ty is 14 ° back 
scatter angle with white tungsten filament light. This angle is 
the lowest reliable minimum of low-angle back scatter from this 
experiment. 
Tests sf various frequency tungsten filament light sources do 
n0t indicate any characteristics for minimizing low angle back 
scatter better tham white light. 
Light sensing through a light polarizing filter does net change 
the scattering intensity pattern from dust at low back scatter 
angles. 
' 0:me experimental variable produced a trend change in the phototube 
output making a hysteresis of angular scatter intensity £or increasing 
angle tests followed by decreasing angle tests. This variable was 
caused by fatigue characteristics of the phototube and light sO'llrce 
filament. 
The largest size dust particles produce the most variable 
angular scatter pattern. The 14° and other low-angle back scatter 
minima of' this experiment is a characteristic of' the- large dust 
particles. Results of this experiment support theoretical indications 
that an aerosol of large dust particles, assumed to absorb light, 
scatters light with more variation of angular scattering pattern 
than do small non-absorbing particles. 
Largest particle sizes of this experiment forward scatter less 
light intensity than do smaller ones which agrees with previous 
experimenters. These largest particles, near 100 microns im size, 
abs0rb light. 
A large proportion of different size dust particles limits 
minimizing seatter intensity at low back scatter angles. 
D .. Suggestions for Fu.ture Study 
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Since this experiment was an attempt at examining many conditions 
to· find mininmm light back scatter angles on field dust 9 more experi-
ments are needed. First, field dust needs to be nmeh. better character-
ized by sampling it im n.ormal field environment rath-er than desert 
condition. This eoald be done by sampling at different heights with 
a boom by vacuum as was applied by Chepil (4;) to dust suspended by 
wi:md erosion or sampling by filter as did Engebretsan (46). A 
characterization of this dust will then allow study of the field 
dust.cloud theoretically or by air tunnel as did Zingg (47) for 
dust storms • The cb.aract.eristics of field dust will allow making 
a smaple of it for scatter tests by a precise sizing method as an 
air elu.triator. 
Using the field dust, a more extensive angular light scatter 
test should be made with a better designed source of" a dust cloud 
in which the concentration can be varied down to that in which 
primary particle scattering is assured.. The angular light scatter 
intensity should be sensed by recording instruments to !ind all 
variations with seatter 9 not just definite alilgleso 
For accurately finding comtribution of the sizes of particles• 
air elutriator samples can be used to test monodisperse particle 
scattering. This should particularly be tested in the larger particle 
size ranges 0 from which the largest amount of back scatter is expected. 
Also O typical p@lydisperse samples of field dust shoulcl be used to 
determine whether the seatter is coosistet1t enough that a nom-varying 
angal~ scatter miniinwn is 6bserved. Possibly I the polydisperse 
nature of dust and fog in nature is the factor that has kept scatter 
min:i:mization from being affected in practice. 
other experimemts should test more exaet frequency ranges in 
the presence of polari~ed light to determine its effect. A neph-
, 
elometer should be devised which would measttre angles to a limit 
at least a.s low as Otle degree back scatter. 
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APPENDIX 
Tests on all back scatter angles with white light on no duet cloud pro-
duced no phototube return voltage above background noise voltage level. 
Legend: ¢=Baek Scatter Angle in Degrees, v = Background Noise Volts. 
V = Phototube Return Volts. 
All background noise voltages not entered are same as last one in 
column. 
SIZED DUST 105 TO 74 MICRONS FOR WHITE LIGHT 
Test 1 Test 2 Test J Test 4 
V V V V V V V' V 
.5 .144 .560 
6 .14.'.3 .560 
7 .14) • .520 
8 • .520 .138 .. 500 
9 • .505 .520 
9 • .5 .46.5 • .520 
10. .470 _.500 
10 • .5 .46; • .500 
11. .. 480 o,500 
11.5 · ..505 
12 .. 47.5 .48.5 
12.5 .19 6.80 .. 16 6.25 




14 6.20 .5 .as .422 .46.5 
14 • .5 6.25 
1.5 6.05 5.80 .1.38 .402 .460 
16 5.80 5.60 
17 .5 .85 5.40 
18 5.45 5.30 
19 .5.45 5 • .30 
20 5.60 5.10 
25 4.80 4.85 
.30 4.20 4 • .5.5 
45 .3.4o 3.55 
60 2.85 2.85 
70 
SIZED DUST 74 TO 53 MICRONS FOR WHITE LIGHT 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 
V V V V V V 
5 .140 .610 
6 .142 .705 
.685 
7 .142 .625 
8 .142 .615 
9 .143 .565 
.575 
10 .140 .525 
.540 
11 .141 .525 
12 • .52.5 
12o5 .14 5.6 .14 5 .3.5 
1.3 5 .5 .5.2 • .50.5 
13.5 5.3.5 .5.2 
14 5. 2.5 4.9.5 .505 
14 .. 5 .5 .2 5 .o 
1.5 .5 • 0.5 4.9.5 
15 o.5 5.2 .5 .o 
16 .5. 2.5 .5. 0.5 
16.5 4.9 
17 4.95 4.8 
18 5.00 .5.00 
19 4.60 4.6; 
20 4 • .35 4.60 
21 4.3.5 4.60 
22 4.JO 4.JO 
23 4.2.5 4.4.5 
24 4.20 4 • .30 
2.5 3.90 4.20 
JO 3.70 3.6.5 
45 3.05 2.80 
60 2.50 2.40 






























































.18 6 .1 
.14 5.9 
.13 .5.9 
.13 .5 .9 
.1.5 5.7 
,,22 .5,7.5 
.22 .5 ~3 
.22 .5.2 
.22 .5 0 2.5 




















4 • .5 
4.0.5 

























T~st 2 Test 3 Test 4 
V V V V V V 
• .5 2 .'J? 











.5.3.5 .2.5 4.4 
4.3 
4 • .5 
Test 5 Test 6 
V V V V 
o2? 4 • .5.5 .,2 4.5 
4 .. .55 
73 
CONl'INUED WRITE LIGHT ON POLIDISPERSE DUST 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Test 6 
'V V V V V V V V V V V V 
; ' 




13.5 ,5.4 .27 4.1.5 .2.5 4.40 
.32 *4.5 4.20 
*4 • .5 
14 .30 4.2.5 .5 .25 .5 1.6.5 .32 4.05 .27 4.10 .25 4.20 
.33 *4.6 1.70 4.3 4.05 
4.2 4 .. 10 
4.1.5 4.10 
:14 .. s .5 .25 4.3.5 4.]CI. 
15 .. )1 4.45 5.25 1.70 .27 4.20 
4.25 
4.35 4 ~.5.5 
1.72 4.1.5 4.30 
16 .29 1.72 .27 4.o 4.25 4.4 
4.o 4.20 
17" .j?9 4.35 .27 4.0 4.30 
4 .. 2.5 4.JO 
18 .jo 4.05 .28 4.4 t-25 
; 4.5 .05 
19 .32 4.15 .28 4.55 t-1.5 4.6 .. 1.5 
20 .30 4 .. 20 .29 4 • .5 tos 5.1 
... 2 
21 .. :,o 4.15 .26 4.J ~.9.5 
j.95 
22 .33 4.20 .26 4.35 t·85 
.0.5 
23 .JJ 4 .. 3.5 .27 3.95 '4.10 
; 4.oo ?·80 
24 .32 4.35 .27 4.10 .oo 
4.35 4.35 '.3.95 
"-
4.20 
}.90 2.5 .32 3~95 3.8.5 4.45 
. 4.00 :, 
26 .JO 3.90 
21 .33 4.oo 
3.90 
28 .33 3.70 
29 .37 3.80 
3.70 
3.6.5 4.4 JO .39 J.80 4.o 
.3.9 .3. 6..5 
31 .37 :,.75 
32 .34 3.7.5 
.33 .34 3.6.5 
CONI'IWED WHITE LIGHT ON POLIDISPERSE DUST 
Test 1 
V V 
34 .,:, .:,.s 
J.5 .J.5 3.45 
36 .40 3.2 
3.3 . 
)'7 • 40 :, .5 
38 .39 3.4 
39 .40 3.3 
40 .33 3.45 
41 • .39 3.25 
42 .39 3.1 
3.0 
43 .39 3.1 
44 .32 3.25 
2.9.5 
45 .38 3.0 
46 .39 2.85 
47 .39 2.8 
48 • .39 2.9 
49 .37 2.8.5 
;o .39 2.9 
.51 .:,9 2.e 
52 .:,6 2.7 
.53 ."37 2.8 
.54 .39 3.0 
2.a 
55 .38 2.7.5 
.56 .)9 2.7.5 
57 .39 2.7.5 
58 .)8 2.6.5 
59 .37 2.7 
60 .:,s 2.6 
61 .,o 2.8 
62 ·~9 2.'f 
63 • 6 2.7 
64 .,1 2.75 
65 .:,4 2.7.5 
66 .,;1 2.7 
2.75 
67 .30 2.7 
2.8 
68 .28 2.7 
2.8 
69 .25 2 .. 9 
2.9 
70 •?O 2.75 
75 
Test 2 Test 3 


























































Test 2 Test J 
V V V 



































2 .. .3 
2 .. 6 
















.160 .. 43.5 
.42.5 
.430 
CONI'INUED RED LIGHT ON POLYDISPERSE DUST 










































Test 2 Test 3 
V v V 
.20 
.14 
.141 • .51 
.1.52 .51 











































































CONTINUED IELLOW LIGHT ON POLYDISPERSE DUST 
Test 1 Test 2 Test :, Test 4 Test .$ Test 6 
V V V V V V V V V V V V 





1 • .59 
11 1 • .51 
12 1.48 
12 • .5 • .30 1.6.5 .116 1.38 .1.37 1.04.5 .14 1.:n •. 20 1.80 
1.4.3 1.04 
1.41.5 
13 .30 1.6.5 1.43 .12.5 1 • .395 .137 1.04 .14 1.,30 
1.6.5 1 • .38.5 
13 • .5 .119 1.27 .1.37 1.01.5 1.29 
1.27 1.02 
14 1 • .5 1.39 .118 1.275 1.04.5 1.28.5 
1.42 1.32 1.01 
14.; .116 1.27 1.40 1.22 
,. 1.26.5 1.25 1.22 
1.5 1.6 1.43 .120 1.24 1.0.5 1.2).5 
1.4; 1.21· 1.0.5 
1.22 
1.5 • .5 I I 1.21.5 
16 1.55 1.50 .120 1.18 .124 0.99 1.18 
1.46 1.18 .124 0.98 
1.20 
G 17 1 • .5 .121 1.17 0.96.5 
.1:.17; 0.97:5 





19 1.4,5 .126 1.1.5.5 0.9.5 
0.93.5 
0.9.30 
20 .128 1.37 .121 1.10.5 0.96>.5 
1.42 1.13 0.980 




0 .. 935 
22 1.36 .124 1.09 0.9.5.5 
1.09 
23 1 • .37 .124 0.99 o.94o 
1.01 
CONTINUED YELLOW LIGHT ON POLIDISPERSE DUST 
¢ ·,,Test. 1 Test 2 Test .'.3 Test 4 Test .5 
V V V V V V V V V V 
24 .128 "1.40 .124 .9.55 .124 .92e 
' . .97 
2.5 .130 1.38 .97 .900 
.94.5 





27 .126 1 • .30 
27.5 .920 
28 .126 1.26 
29 .124 1.30 
30 .120 1.24 .860 .845 
31 .120 1.2.5 
32 .120.11.24 
,34 .127 1.2.3 
;6 .126 1.20 
38 .1261.20 
4o .124 1.28 
4.'.3 .140 1.ao 
1.22 
44 .140 1.21 
1.21 
4.5 .1;;4 1.22 .660 .705 
.705 
;o .143 1.1.5 
.52 • .5 .140 1.13 
55 .140 1.07 
.56 ·.140 1.08 
.58 .142 1.06 
60 .138 1.0.3 • .58.5 • .585 
1.03 ,2 . .5 ~144 1.03 
65 .140 .• 94 
.98 
67 • .5 .127 .92 
70 .140 .86 
GREEB LIGHT ON POLYDISPERSE DUST 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 






















14 .. .5 
15 
15 • .5 
16 















* .. 14 * .. .33 








.. 146 .26 
.140 .24 









































.136 .. 280 
.138 .265 
.. 138 .280 
.138 .. 265 












.136 .. 200 







.. 130 .265 
.130 .. 26.5 
.265 
.. 128 .260 
.. 128 .260 
_:,, 
.126 .. 260 
.13.5 .260 
.1.37 .24.5 
.. 137 .24© 
.135 .225 
.. 128 .22 
.. 128 .. 22 
.. 128 .22 
.. 133 .22 
.1:33 .22 
.. 128 .195 




CONTINUED BLUE LIGHT ON POLYDISPERSE DUST 

































.140 ! ...• 2.3 :; 
.140 .• 22 
.140 .24 
*.14 *.25 















































































Test 4 ,, 
V V· 
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C6NTINl1ED VIOLE!' LIGHT ON POLYDISPERSE DUST 
¢ Test 1 Test 2 Test ' Test 4 V V V V V V V V 
12.5 .14 .275 .148 .240 
.275 .2.3.5 1,- .14 .27 3.78 .08 .290 .148 .2.5.5 
.28.5 .2.50 
14 .141 .28 .09 .275 .1.50 .24.5 
.09 .26.5 
.26; 
15· .147 .27 .u .2.5.5 .150 .24.$ 
16 .144 .28 .1t1) .245 .1.50 .24.5 
17· .148 .28 .24.5 .140 .225 
1& .136 .25 .235 .142 .225 
.22.5 
1.,, .137 .2.5 .235 .1.50 .230 
20: .143 .255 .23.5 .150 .22.5 
2t .140 .2, .2:30 .1,Q .220 
23.2 .150 .26 .22.5 !, 1,5Cl 220 ~-- ·.' 
23 .142 .26 .220 .1.50 .220 
24 .140 .26 .220 .1.so .215 
25 .1A+o .2.5 .145 .215 .1.50 .210 
30 .143 .205 .146 .205 
4.5 .160 .160 .144 .180 
601 .160, .1,0 .160 .160 



















No change at any orien,~ 
ation .. 
No change as above. 
No change as above. 
No change as above. 
No change as above. . 
Bel0W Polaroid at .55° orientation. 
V = 0.09 V = 0.89 
v = 0.102 V = 0.96 
v = 0.102 V = 0.94 
82 
POLYDISPERSE DUST FALLOUT FOR 'WHITE LIGHT t BACK SCATTER .ANGLE ¢ = 171.5° 
Baekground Noise Voltage = 0.12. Li:nes are time in seconds from test. 
Data is return voltage in volts. ColUDUils are each one of three tests. 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
1 6 4.5 o.4 3 0-5.5 
2 8 8 46 o.4 2.5 o.4 
3 10 47 o.4 2.5 o.4 
4 11 10 48 OA 2 0.35 
s 15 10 49 o.4 1.5 0.3 
SHUTOFF OF D'UST SUPPLY SIF!'ER 50 o.,4 1.5 0.3 
6 14 15 22 51 0.3 
7 15 6 12 52 0.3 
8 8 1 15 53 o.4 
9 9 5 21 54 o .. 4 
10 15 4 19 55 0.3 0.8 o.4 
11 14 5 17 56 O .5 
12 15 4 16 57 o.6 
13 12 7 13 58 (J.7 
14 11 8 11 59 0.7 
1.5 9 15 9 60 0,,3 0.8 o.6 
16 6 15 10 61 0.5 
17 7 15 8 62 0.5 
:18 6 15 7 63 0.5 
19 4$5 15 6 64 0.5 
20 5 15 5 65 o .. 4 o.6 0.5 
21 3 15 3 .. 4 66 o.4 
22 2.5 15 2.0 67 o.4 
23 2 15 1.7 68 0.5 
24 1.5 12 1.7 69 o.4 
25 1 .. 5 9 1.0 70 o.4 o.6 0.35 
26 1.5 9 1.0 71 o.4 
27 1 10 1.0 72 o.4 
28 1.5 11 1.1 73 0.35 
29 1 8 1.1 74 0.35 
30 1.5 6 1.~ 75 o.4 0.5 o.4 
31 L5 6 1.2 76 o.45 
3°2 1 6 1.7 77 0.35 
33 1 5 1.6 78 o.4 
34 1 6 L9 79 0 . .55 
)5 o.6 5 1.8 80 o.4 0.5 o.6 
36 0.7 5 1.7 81 0.65 
37 o.6 5 1.6.5 82 0.65 
.38 o.6 5 1.65 83 o.6 
39 o.4 4 1.8 84, 0.55 
4o 0.3 3 1.8 85::/ o.4 0.5 0 • .55 
41 0.3 3 0.8 8qi 0.45 
42 o.4 3 0.65 87 o.4.5 
43 0.3 3 0 • .54 88 0.3.5 
44 o.4 3 0 .. 65 89 o.4 
83 
CONTINUED POLYDISPERSE DUST FALLOUT FOR WHITE LIGHT, BACK SCATTER ANGLE 
¢ = 171 • .5°. 
1 2 3 1 2 3 





g.5 0.5 0 • .5 0.2 




100 o.4 0 • .5 0.2 
10,5· o.4 0.5 0.2 
110 o.4 0.5 0.2 
115 o.4 0 • .5 0.17 
120 o.4 0 • .5 0.15 
12.5 0.2 o.4 0.14 
130 0 . .3 0.14 
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